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CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT BILL (NO. 2) 2003 
Consideration in Detail 

Clause 1 put and passed.   

Clause 2:  Commencement -  
Ms S.E. WALKER:  Could the Attorney General explain the meaning of clause 2(2)?  I understand that it relates 
to section 32 of the Criminal Code.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  This provision is essentially redundant, for a very simple reason.  The Bill was drafted prior 
to the proclamation of the Acts Amendment (Equality of Status) Act 2003.  The Acts Amendment (Equality of 
Status) Act, including section 117, has now been proclaimed and come into operation.  Subclause (2) states - 

If the day fixed under subsection (1) is after the day on which section 117 of the Acts Amendment 
(Equality of Status) Act 2003 comes into operation, section 7(2) does not come into operation.   

Sections 35 and 32 of the Criminal Code dealt with spousal fraud and with the obligation of a spouse to give 
evidence, or something to that effect.  The equality of status Act and clause 7(2) of this Bill cover the same 
subject.  The intention was that if one Act had already come into effect, the relevant provision in the other would 
not.  Section 32 of the Criminal Code has now been deleted as a result of the enactment of the equality of status 
legislation.  It provided that a married woman was not free from criminal responsibility for doing or omitting to 
do an act merely because the act or omission took place in the presence of her husband, and exonerated a married 
woman from criminal responsibility for things she did under the compulsion of her husband.  Clause 7(2) 
amends section 32 of the Criminal Code, which was in place when this Bill was introduced.  However, that 
amendment is now redundant.  Accordingly, subclause (2) of the commencement provisions indicates that if the 
Acts Amendment (Equality of Status) Act has come into operation when the legislation is proclaimed, the 
amendment to section 32 of the Criminal Code proposed in the Bill will not come into operation.  The reason is 
there is no section 32.   

Ms S.E. Walker:  Could a married woman now be criminally responsible?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  As a result of the amendments in the equality of status Act, a married woman is now 
criminally liable for an act done under the compulsion of her husband.  

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Of course, this Bill has come on rather quickly, and we have all compromised and tried to 
accommodate everyone.  I thank the Attorney General for that.  The next part of clause 2 refers to the Sentence 
Administration Act.  Subclause (3) states - 

If the day fixed under subsection (1) is before the day on which the Sentence Administration Act 2003 
comes into operation, Schedule 1 clauses 11 and 12 come into operation immediately after the Sentence 
Administration Act 2003 comes into operation. 

I wonder whether the Attorney General could take me through that, please. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The easiest way might be for me to move the amendment that stands in my name on page 
17 of the Notice Paper, which will delete subclauses (2), (3) and (4) completely from the Bill.  I move - 

Page 2, lines 8 to 19 - To delete the lines. 

Ms S.E. Walker interjected. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  It all had to do with other legislation that was in the pipeline and which has now been 
passed, but which was not at the time the legislation was introduced.   

Amendment put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clause 3 put and passed. 

Clause 4:  Section 278 repealed - 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  We now come to the crux of this Bill.  This clause repeals section 278 of the Criminal 
Code.  This Bill was split from the Criminal Code Amendment Bill 2003.  At our request, it was split - the 
Attorney General acceded to our request - because of the serious nature of the Bill, which deleted the definition 
of “wilful murder” from the Criminal Code.  The Opposition opposes that.  On Wednesday, 10 September 2003, 
I put forward the Opposition’s reasons for opposing that deletion.  Notwithstanding that, I looked at an article by 
Mrs Morgan and at “The Criminal Code - A General Review” by Mr Justice Murray of the Supreme Court, who 
was crown counsel in June 1983 when he prepared that report.  I note that at the time he prepared that report - I 
noted it previously and I note it now - capital punishment was in place.  I will pre-empt what will happen in the 
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other place.  I believe the shadow Attorney General will move an amendment to create an offence of felony 
murder.  Section 278 of the Criminal Code as it currently stands states - 

Except as hereinafter set forth, a person who unlawfully kills another, intending to cause his death or 
that of some other person, is guilty of wilful murder. 

In relation to the repeal of this section, neither the Attorney General nor anybody else has said why it is being 
done.  Nobody has given me or the Opposition an adequate explanation of that.  The Government has referred to 
the Murray review regarding this offence.  As I said, that was in 1983, and it was at a time when capital 
punishment was still around.  I was told about the article by Mrs Morgan.  It is a very comprehensive overview 
of parole and sentences for wilful murder and murder in a University of Western Australia law review, volume 
26 of July 1996.  I was very impressed with that article.  If I recall correctly, there was some suggestion in that 
article that a jury can be confused when trying to work out the difference between an intention to wilfully murder 
someone and an intention to murder that person.  Put in very simple terms, that means that a jury may have 
difficulty working out what is in a person’s mind when he plunges a dagger through someone’s heart, as opposed 
to hitting him on the head with a baseball bat and intending to do him grievous bodily harm.   

Members on this side of the House do not think juries are that dumb.  In fact, there have been a series of murder 
cases recently involving the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions.  One recent case, which was quite 
complex and difficult, related to circumstantial evidence, with no body.  In quite a few cases that have been 
before the courts recently, the jury seemed to be able to distinguish between wilful murder and murder.  This is 
nothing new.  It has been around for many years.  The Opposition believes it is important that the community 
participate in the jury process in relation to crimes such as this.  Put simply, at the moment judges play a quite 
minor role in a trial for murder or wilful murder.  They oversee the trial process.  However, the jury brings down 
a verdict of murder or wilful murder, should there be a guilty verdict.  This Parliament sets down the sentences 
that should be imposed.  A limited discretion is given to the judge in relation to those sentences.  This legislation 
will take away from the community the ability to determine - 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I am enthralled.  I would like to hear the member for Nedlands continue. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  It must be the Christmas card he thinks I sent him.   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  You did, didn’t you? 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I did not.  The Attorney General took it and wrote it himself.   

In relation to wilful murder, a man will no longer be able to be judged by his peers.  It is the most serious crime 
on the criminal calendar.  I have not seen a justification for this.  I suspect that there might be a justification for 
it, but no-one has said what it is.  The judge will determine the intention.  To put it simply, wilful murder will be 
subsumed into the offence of murder.  The main crux of the definition of “murder” in section 279 of the Criminal 
Code is - 

Except as hereinafter set forth, a person who unlawfully kills another under any of the following 
circumstances, that is to say - 

(1) If the offender intends to do to the person killed or to some other person some grievous bodily 
harm; 

That is important.  There are other ways in which people can commit murder.  However, I will put those to one 
side at the moment.  Broadly, a person either intends to kill someone, which is wilful murder, or he intends to do 
that other person GBH and cause murder.  That intention will be subsumed into the definition of murder.  
Therefore, when people are sitting on a jury and they are called upon to judge their fellow man for murder - just 
murder now - I suppose they will say, “Did he do one of these things: if he thought he intended to kill the person, 
tick murder; if he thought he intended to do GBH, tick murder”, and then the judge will work out what he thinks 
was operating on the person’s mind.  The judge will have the discretion to impose a penalty of between 10 and 
30 years.  If a person is on a murder charge, that person will no longer be judged by his fellow man; it will be the 
judge.  I do not think that is right.  If there is a good reason for it, I would like to know.  However, no-one has 
told me one yet.  This is very important.  When a person is on a criminal charge and comes before the court, 
there is no doubt that the victim is under a lot of stress, as is the accused person.  That person may be innocent or 
guilty.  However, if I were facing a serious charge, I know that I would rather be judged by my peers than by a 
judge.  I say that not with any disrespect to judges.  Often when a jury is deciding on the basis of the facts it must 
come up with a fair outcome that takes into account the nature of human relationships.  In that regard, the 
Opposition does not agree with the repeal of section 278 - the definition of “wilful murder”.  I read an article in a 
paper today about the rape of a girl.  Another paper referred to it as sexual assault.  Rape makes clear what the 
offence is.  Sexual assault can mean someone was just touching someone indecently.  Murder can mean that 
someone knocked a person to the ground and the person hit his head and died.  If someone commits wilful 
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murder he intended for that person to die.  In one sense it will take away the label of heinousness that is attached 
to the finding of a jury that a person intended to kill another person, which is the most serious crime in the 
criminal calendar.   

Although I read the Attorney General’s second reading speech, I would like him to remind me why we are 
subsuming this offence into the definition of “murder”.  

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I will give five reasons that only one offence of murder should incorporate wilful murder.  
Firstly, all other States have the one category of offence of murder and it includes wilful murder.  Western 
Australia and Queensland are the two code States.  Queensland once had the same distinction between wilful 
murder and murder; it has removed it from its code.  It does not exist anywhere in Australia except here in 
Western Australia.  Presumably the other States have removed it for good reason.   

The second reason relates to penalties.  This package will increase the minimum term for murder from seven to 
10 years.  Nobody who takes the life of another person will be able to be punished with a minimum term of 
fewer than 10 years.  It will lift the penalty for people currently convicted of murder but not wilful murder.  They 
can receive a maximum of 14 years.  This legislation will increase that to a maximum term of 30 years for the 
offence of murder.  That is the plus side, which treats the taking of another life far more seriously than is the case 
now.  The argument against that is that the potential penalty for wilful murder is theoretically reduced from 15 to 
10 years.  The penalty for both murder and wilful murder is life imprisonment.  That will remain unaltered.  Life 
imprisonment will be unaffected as the penalty that can be handed down by the court.  The change is in the 
ability to offer far more severe terms for murder.  The potential presently exists for some wilful murders to 
receive a lesser term.  That comes back to the Attorney General of the day under our system, through the Parole 
Board, to authorise that release.  The penalty will remain at life imprisonment.  In amalgamating the two 
provisions, we need to consider the totality of what has happened with the penalties.  This can be described only 
as a toughening of the penalties for people who take the life of another human being.   

The third reason in support of the amalgamation is that the current provision causes injustice.  In a number of 
recent murder cases in this State the trial judge has remarked to the effect that all of the surrounding 
circumstances were such that the penalty should have been greater than the 14-year maximum period for murder, 
and that the offender was lucky not to have been found guilty of wilful murder because it would have exposed 
him to a more severe penalty.  In other words, people guilty of the worst types of murder have been getting off 
lightly.  That has been commented on in a number of judgments.  That is an injustice that has been felt by the 
surviving families and that this legislation will correct.   

The fourth reason is the position of juries.  There is no doubt that to require juries to distinguish between murder 
and wilful murder - that is, the intent to either do permanent damage to someone or kill them - has frequently led 
to bizarre results from jury trials.  It is our view, consistent with that of other States, that the removal of the 
distinction will simplify the onerous and difficult job juries must perform.  Members will recall the decision five 
years ago of Justice Parker in Sharratt v Leach, when he sentenced a person who had tortured and murdered a 
young boy in the foothills, as I recollect it, on the outskirts of Perth.  The complicated sentencing arrangement 
and issues whereby the judge had to categorise the degree of seriousness of the case led to public outcry.  That is 
not desirable or necessary.  This legislation will reduce that.   

The fifth reason is that factors other than intent are more important in categorising the seriousness of the most 
serious offence under the Criminal Code.  For instance, the degree of premeditation involved in the offence is 
arguably more important than whether someone intended to take a life or inflict permanent damage on someone.  
The other is the type of weapon, the nature of the relationship and the like.  

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I do not find the Attorney General’s five points very helpful.  The fact that other States 
have done this - bearing in mind that only Queensland, other than Tasmania, has a code - is not a valid reason for 
our State’s pursuing this.  I would not have minded if the Attorney General had explained the rationale behind 
the move by the other States.  That argument often works in reverse when the minister does not want to change 
something.  

I have not seen an explanation for why the early release time for murder has increased by three years.  I suspect 
it may be a political trade-off to show that the Attorney General is not becoming soft on crime by abolishing the 
name of the offence of wilful murder.  It is true that at present everybody who is convicted of murder or wilful 
murder is sentenced to life imprisonment.  Some offenders may be placed in strict security.  The judge sets the 
earliest parole release date.  If a wider discretion is needed in murder sentences, why not provide the judge with 
wider discretion for imposing an early release date for murder?  The issue is that the Bill will not abolish the 
elements of the offence of wilful murder.  It will not only do away with the name of the offence of wilful murder 
but also transfer from the jury to the judge the power to determine whether a person committed the offence of 
murder or wilful murder.  The Attorney General’s argument about intention does not stack up.  Why should a 
judge be able to determine the intention more clearly than a member of the jury?  Does the Attorney General 
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consider that a judge is more learned and can draw on greater experience from the courtroom?  I would like the 
Attorney General to answer that.  This is all about the judge taking away the decision to determine whether the 
person intended to kill or commit grievous bodily harm.   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  The judge will decide that. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Yes, he will and that is because this clause subsumes the offence of wilful murder into 
murder. 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  Yes, in one sense.  However, in another sense the offence of murder will be committed 
provided that there was either an intent to kill someone or an intent to commit grievous bodily harm. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Hold it there.  Currently there are two offences, the intent to commit wilful murder and the 
intent to commit grievous bodily harm.  The  Attorney General is saying that this Bill will delete the offence of 
wilful murder and put it under the category of murder.   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  That will be sufficient so long as there is an intent to commit either offence. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Is that what is happening? 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  Coupled with the alternative offence of intent to commit grievous bodily harm. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I will just go through this issue again, as it is important.  Currently under section 278 of the 
Criminal Code it is an offence to commit wilful murder.  For example, the offence of wilful murder is committed 
if an accused person intends to kill someone and does so by plunging a dagger through someone’s heart.  Under 
section 279 the offence of murder is committed if an accused person kills someone but intended only to commit 
GBH.  In other words, an accused may have hit a person around the head a few times but actually killed the 
person.  Will the offence of intent to do GBH remain under the category of murder? 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  That is up to the jury to decide. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  No, hang on, let us get to the first bit.  The offence of intent to wilfully murder someone 
will be knocked out of the code, and the elements of that offence will be inserted into the murder category. 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  Yes. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  The jury will no longer have to decide what was intended; it will have to decide only 
whether the accused murdered someone. 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  No, the jury can decide that there was the requisite intent. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Yes, a person must have intended to do GBH or murder. 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  Yes. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Perhaps the Attorney General’s adviser can tell me whether the jury, in its deliberations on 
the charge of murder, will now be able to bring back a verdict of murder when it is satisfied that the accused 
intended to kill the person or intended to do GBH? 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  No, the jury will come back with a verdict of guilty or not guilty of murder.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  That is my point.  Who decides that? 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  The jury. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  No, it does not.  The Attorney General is wrong.  If the jury brings in a verdict of guilty or 
not guilty of murder, who will decide which one of the two offences was committed that will now be subsumed 
in the offence of murder?  Who will decide whether the intention was to wilfully plunge a dagger through the 
heart and kill the person or whether the intention was to stab another part of the chest to do only GBH but it 
missed and killed the person?  The judge will decide it in his determination of the facts.  He will then work out 
whether the earliest parole release date is 10 or 30 years.  Will the minister check with his adviser whether the 
judge will now take that into account?  He has to take that into account. 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  That is a question of sentencing, not a question of guilt or otherwise.  There is no need to 
prove something beyond reasonable doubt to fix an appropriate sentence.  The judge would take into account a 
range of other factors in doing that, as the member knows.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  The judge would have to decide whether the person intended to kill or intended to commit 
only GBH before he fixed the earliest release date. 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  No, that will not be necessary under this legislation. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  It will not be necessary? 
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Mr J.A. McGinty:  No. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I cannot believe that. 
Mr J.A. McGinty:  There you go. 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  Is the Attorney General telling me that a judge will be faced with one set of facts?  For 
example, if person A punched person B on the chin and person B fell back and died, person A would be guilty of 
intent to commit GBH, or perhaps something more serious than that if he had worn a knuckleduster.  Another 
possible scenario would be if person A stabbed person B through the heart.  Both accused in those scenarios 
would be convicted of murder.  Is the Attorney General telling me that the judge will not take into account the 
factual circumstances? 
Mr J.A. McGinty:  No, I am not saying that. 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  I think the Attorney General was saying that. 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  No. 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  The judge will therefore take into account what he perceives to be the intent of the accused 
person based on the facts that he finds before him. 
Mr J.A. McGinty:  You need to separate out the finding of guilty or not guilty.  The jury is the determinant of 
whether the requisite intent was present and whether or not someone is guilty.  If the jury finds that there was no 
requisite intent, it will find the person guilty of manslaughter or not guilty of murder.   
Ms S.E. WALKER:  But it may find him guilty of murder. 
Mr J.A. McGinty:  Then it comes to a question of sentencing and at that stage the judge obviously will take the 
factual circumstances into account.  However, it is not necessary under this legislation to make a formal finding, 
as the jury does, of the requisite intent.   
Ms S.E. WALKER:  I know it is not.  The point is that the decision on whether a person intended wilful murder 
or intended to commit GBH is shifting from the community - the jury - to the judge.  The jury will now be able 
to say that it believed the accused murdered the person by GBH, either intentionally or unintentionally, but he 
killed the person.  The jury’s job will be finished and it will go.  The judge then, in determining the earliest 
release date between 10 and 30 years, may decide that the accused plunged the knife into the person’s heart with 
the intention of killing the person and the judge will therefore set the earliest release date at 30 years.  He has to.  
That is why the Opposition does not agree with this legislation.  It is important for the community to be involved 
in decisions on very serious criminal offences, particularly the most serious offences in the criminal calendar.  
This Bill will subsume the offence of wilful murder into the offence of murder, and will shift the decision to be 
made on the elements of the offence away from the community - the jury - to the judge.  The Attorney General 
did not appear to understand that point when we talked about it earlier.  However, it is so very important and that 
is why we oppose this clause. 

I ask the Attorney General, for the purpose of Hansard, to tell me the current penalties for wilful murder, murder 
and manslaughter, and the earliest parole release dates. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The maximum penalty for manslaughter is 20 years and the penalty for murder and wilful 
murder is life imprisonment.  Currently, for murder the minimum term required to be set before someone can be 
considered for release on parole is seven years and the maximum is 14 years; and between 15 and 30 years for 
wilful murder. 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  I also ask the Attorney General to explain how the strict security arrangements for life 
imprisonment will work. 
Mr J.A. McGINTY:  When a judge determines that it is the worst case of wilful murder, he or she can order strict 
security life imprisonment of a minimum of 20 years and a maximum of 30 years.  It is therefore life 
imprisonment with that minimum and that maximum. 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  Apart from that plank of the five planks referred to by the Attorney General, he mentioned 
some cases and I would like to know what those cases are.  He said that the ability of juries to determine whether 
an accused intended to commit wilful murder had led to some bizarre results.  I think in my experience, although 
I have not looked at the matter recently, there was difficulty in trying to get a jury to comprehend the difference 
between the offence of GBH and the offence of intent to commit GBH.  I would like to know what those cases 
are if the Attorney General’s adviser, the Director of Public Prosecutions, has them with him.  The Attorney 
General has mentioned that the current provisions cause injustice.  I think he referred to Justice Parker in that 
context.  Is that right?   
Mr J.A. McGinty:  Yes.   
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Ms S.E. WALKER:  Without being insensitive, was that injustice caused because Justice Parker was tactless in 
his comments?  I know him and he is not that type of person.  However, he upset the parents of the victim.  Did 
that have more to do with it than the fact that there was a limit on his discretion on the earliest parole release 
date?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  The existing law requires the judge to place wilful murder in two categories - the worst and 
the not so worse.  That is when the problem arose in the case in which Justice Parker was involved.  I remember 
reading a decision of the late Peter Brinsden, in which he commented on that and indicated that the sort of 
change that we are advocating today was the way to go.   

The member for Nedlands has asked for some case studies.  I will provide three.  These people were all 
convicted of murder, not wilful murder.  The member will remember the case of Fuller, who brutally murdered 
her innocent 15-year-old victim by stabbing her 47 times, targeting her because she was going out with Fuller’s 
former boyfriend.  That was not wilful murder.  That is bizarre.  Jacovic bludgeoned his wife to death with a 
sledgehammer, first smashing her legs so that she could not escape and later dumping her body.  That was not 
wilful murder according to the jury; it was only murder and therefore the minimum term was only half of what it 
otherwise should have been.  In the case of Hart, he went armed with two large knives to a small party attended 
by his estranged wife and plunged at 19-centimetre knife into her back in front of her friend.  That was not wilful 
murder.  They are just three recent cases and that is the nature of the injustice.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Is that injustice more to do with the test at the moment?  I am not casting aspersions on any 
defence counsel when I say this, but is it more to do with the lawyer?  For example, a person who has stabbed his 
wife through the heart goes to his lawyer and says that he is on a wilful murder charge.  His lawyer tells him that, 
before he starts his story, he will tell him what the law is.  His lawyer says that if he intended to kill her when he 
went there, that would be wilful murder; however, if he went there intending just to do her over a bit and frighten 
her, that would be grievous bodily harm.  The lawyer then says to the person, “Now that I’ve told you that, what 
was your intention when you went there?”  Is it to do with that?  I do not know all the facts, but I know of the 
Fuller case and I thought it was an odd result.  It may be because of what came out in the trial at the time, but I 
do not know.  If that is the Attorney General’s rationale, it is the first time I have heard him mention those cases.  
I do not know whether that should be a reason for taking away from members of the community the right to 
judge their peers.  I do not agree with the Attorney General that the other factors of intent should form the basis 
of determining whether a murder should be categorised as wilful murder or murder.  He said that it should be the 
degree of premeditation.  However, that goes towards only the degree of premeditation, which is a different 
question from determining whether a person intended to do GBH or deliberately kill someone.   
The Opposition is not convinced that the offence of wilful murder should be repealed.  Nothing has come out of 
the cases that the Attorney General has mentioned.  He has not referred to the summing up or what may have 
come out in the court; he has just raised those cases.  We might be able to read about a case in the newspaper, 
but nothing beats being in the court at the time.  There is nothing in what the Attorney General has said to 
persuade the Opposition to delete the offence of wilful murder; in fact, it simply shifts from the community to 
the judge the right to make a decision on the intentions of the accused at the time of the offence.   
Clause put and passed. 

Clause 5:  Section 279 amended - 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  Section 279 of the Criminal Code defines “murder”.  However, this clause proposes to 
delete some parts of the definition.  Subsections (3), (4) and (5) give different examples of how a person may 
have committed the offence of murder.  In part, section 279 states - 

(3) If the offender intends to do grievous bodily harm to some person for the purpose of 
facilitating the commission of a crime which is such that the offender may be arrested without 
warrant, or for the purpose of facilitating the flight of an offender who has committed or 
attempted to commit any such crime;   

(4) If death is caused by administering any stupefying or overpowering thing for either of the 
purposes last aforesaid; 

(5) If death is caused by wilfully stopping the breath of any person for either of such purposes; 

is guilty of murder.   

I have read the Murray review.  I have looked at his rationale.  I foreshadow that the shadow Attorney General in 
the other place will move an amendment to retain those provisions even though they have not been used for 
years.   

Clause put and passed. 
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Clause 6:  Section 282 replaced -  
Ms S.E. WALKER:  Section 282 of the code relates to the punishment for the offences of wilful murder and 
murder.  We have already been through the provisions.  I have already asked the Attorney General to explain the 
differences.  Everyone gets life imprisonment for murder or wilful murder, but there are differences in the early 
parole release date.  I reiterate that we oppose the repeal of that section.   

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 7:  Consequential amendments to the Code -  
Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I move -  

Page 4, lines 9 to 11 - To delete the lines. 

Amendment put and passed. 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  We have spoken about section 32 of the code.   
Mr J.A. McGinty:  That was in the amendment.   
Ms S.E. WALKER:  I thank the Attorney General.  It has been deleted.   

I have a query about the wording of subclause (4).  It seeks to insert the following paragraph -  

(b) To commit any indictable offence other than one entailing the killing of a person;  
Where did that wording come from?  That is something new, is it not?   
Mr J.A. McGINTY:  It is in reference to section 48(1)(b) of the Criminal code, which currently reads -  

To commit any indictable offence not punishable with strict security life imprisonment; 

Parliamentary counsel have found an alternative form of words, which will now read “to commit any indictable 
offence other than one entailing the killing of a person”.  That is a substitution for the deleted sentence of “with 
strict security life imprisonment”.   
Clause, as amended, put and passed.   

Clause 8:  Sentencing Act 1995 consequentially amended - 
Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I move -  

Page 7, line 31 - To delete “1995” and substitute “2003”. 
Amendment put and passed. 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  This clause includes a proposed new section imposing a term of life imprisonment for 
murder.  The Attorney General said that one of the rationales for changing this regime is that a judge found it 
difficult to determine whether he should impose a term of strict security life imprisonment.  How will the judge 
tell the parents of victims why he is not imposing the maximum sentence of 30 years?  How will he explain that 
when he already has difficulty explaining the current provision?   
Mr J.A. McGINTY:  It was not so much that the judge found it difficult; rather, the problem was the language 
that a judge was required to use when categorising the offence, as was seen in the case of Sharratt and Leach.  
The awkward nature of the language, which is required by statute to be used in the worst grade of wilful murder, 
is very hurtful to the surviving family members, as was seen in that case.  This provision will simplify that.  
Obviously the judge will need to go through all the circumstances and still be able to say that the crime is at the 
worst end of the scale and then punish the offender appropriately.   

Ms S.E. Walker:  Where is that wording?  Is it in the Sentence Administration Act?  

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I am advised that the judge will apply the terms of the Sentencing Act.  

Ms S.E. Walker:  Whereabouts in the Sentencing Act?   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I do not have the Sentencing Act in front of me.  It is a provision in the Sentencing Act with 
regard to strict security life imprisonment and the way in which the judges apply that.  

Ms S.E. WALKER:  When a prosecutor prosecutes a case of murder under these new provisions, the parents or 
the relatives of the victim will be told that the offender will get life imprisonment if he is charged with murder.  
But when will he be released on parole?  The offender will be released anytime between 10 and 30 years.  In the 
worst case, the offender would be released on parole after 30 years.  I am sure that a person involved in a recent 
case I know of will not be eligible for parole for 25 or 30 years.  A judge will have to give his reasons why he 
will sentence an offender to only 10 or 15 years imprisonment.  How he gives them is the issue.  It has nothing to 
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do with deleting the lines from the clause regarding strict security life imprisonment.  If the Government wanted 
to accommodate that, it could delete “strict security” and leave in “wilful murder”.  

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clause 9:  Other Acts consequentially amended - 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  Why did the Government increase the minimum term of imprisonment before parole 
release to 10 years?  Was it just a political ploy so that the Government would not look soft on crime?  People in 
legal circles have asked me this.   

Mr A.D. McRae:  People in the legal circles that you associate with.  

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I am not asking the member for Riverton.  He can get up and speak later.  No-one is 
stopping the member from debating this issue.  Please do not interrupt me.   

Ms A.J. MacTiernan interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER:  Order, members!  The member for Nedlands has the call. 

Ms S.E. WALKER:  What if a woman has been brutalised by her husband and knocks him off one night, so to 
speak?  The husband may have beaten her up many times over a number of years.  After she had killed him, she 
could be charged with either wilful murder, murder or manslaughter.  In this case, if she was charged with 
murder and sentenced to life imprisonment, under the new provisions the court must impose a minimum term of 
10 years imprisonment before she could be released.  

Mr J.A. McGinty:  It is currently seven years.  

Ms S.E. WALKER:  What is the Government’s rationale for the provisions involving people who commit 
murder at the lowest end of the scale?  

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I will put it simply.  I profoundly disagree with anyone who thinks that seven years 
imprisonment is an adequate penalty for taking the life of another human being.  It is totally inadequate.  The 
Northern Territory currently has the most punitive law in Australia.  It says that a person who is found guilty of 
murder - not wilful murder, but murder - will not leave the prison under any circumstances until the prisoner is 
dead.  The Northern Territory Government has recently proposed changes to ameliorate that.  The New South 
Wales and Queensland Governments are considering introducing provisions for prisoners to serve substantially 
longer than the current seven years that prisoners in Western Australia must serve.  This is a step in the right 
direction.  The taking of human life is the most serious offence under the Criminal Code.  I disagree with anyone 
who thinks that seven years is an adequate sentence.  
Ms S.E. WALKER:  I thank the Attorney General for getting on his high horse.  I did not ask whether it was 
adequate; I asked what was the Government’s rationale. 
Mr J.A. McGinty:  The rationale was to reflect the community’s view.  
Ms S.E. WALKER:  Does the Attorney General think it would be okay if a woman -  

Mr J.A. McGinty:  The community would think a longer sentence would be a lot better than allowing a minimum 
of seven years.  
Ms S.E. WALKER:  I think it is just -  

Mr J.A. McGinty:  Do you support getting tough on people who take the lives of other people?  

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I do. 
Mr J.A. McGinty:  Good.  Vote for it then  

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I do not think that is the Government’s rationale.  I think it is a political stunt.  The 
Attorney General is asking me questions when he is going soft and doing away the offence of wilful murder.   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  You were doing all right up until then.  

Ms S.E. WALKER:  There is no point in the Attorney General getting nasty just because I catch him out.  The 
Attorney General is doing away with the offence of wilful murder in this State.  He thinks that it is okay for 
someone who stabs another person through the heart not to be termed a wilful murderer.  The Attorney General 
thinks that is okay now.   

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 10:  Transitional and savings - 
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Ms S.E. WALKER:  I know that the director must go, and I am sure that the Attorney General can answer the 
few remaining questions I would like to ask.  I will not badger him too much or make it too hard for him.  I shall 
be as soft on him as he is on criminals.   

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Even though I am very reluctant to add one more minute to this debate, I feel we should 
quickly bring it to an end.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  My last query is about a custody report to the minister.   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  Is this in the schedule?   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I have a note here.  I have obviously gone through it.  There must be a report to the 
minister.  Which minister is that?   
Mr J.A. McGinty:  That is the minister with responsibility for the Parole Board.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  Does it say that in the Sentence Administration Act?   

Mr J.A. McGinty:  I think it does.  It refers to the minister responsible for it.   
Ms S.E. WALKER:  Where?   
Mr J.A. McGinty:  I do not have the Act with me.   

Ms S.E. WALKER:  I looked at this a couple of weeks ago.  It had nothing to do with the question I asked the 
Attorney General yesterday, but I would be interested to know.  Perhaps the Attorney General could tell us at 
another time which minister Parliament has determined is responsible for the provisions of the Sentence 
Administration Act.  Is it the Minister for Justice or the Attorney General?  

Clause put and passed.   

Schedule 1 -  
Mr J.A. McGINTY - by leave:  I move -  

Page 13, line 8 to page 15, line 15 - To delete the lines. 

Page 16, line 15 - To delete “subsection is” and substitute “subsections are”. 

Page 16, line 19 - To insert after “imprisonment” the words “for murder”. 

Page 17, after line 4 - To insert the following -  

(1a) The Governor may make a parole order in respect of a prisoner serving life 
imprisonment for an offence other than murder but only if -  

(a) the prisoner has served the period required by section 96(1) of the 
Sentencing Act 1995; and 

(b) a report has been given by the Board to the Minister under section 12 or 18. 

Page 17, line 7 -To delete “Section 49(b)” and substitute “Section 50(b)”. 

Page 17, line 10 - To delete “Section 66(2)” and substitute “Section 68(2)”. 

Page 17, line 17 - To delete “Section 67(2)” and substitute “Section 69(2)”. 
Amendments put and passed.   

Schedule, as amended, put and passed. 

Schedule 2 -   
Mr J.A. McGINTY - by leave:  I move - 

Page 20, lines 8 and 9 - To delete “whichever of the Sentence Administration Act 1995 or”. 

Page 20, lines 9 and 10 - To delete “is in operation when the order is made”. 

Page 20, line 20 - To delete “the existing provisions” and substitute the following - 

sections 18, 25 and 26 of the Sentence Administration Act 2003 as they were immediately 
before commencement 

Page 20, lines 22 to 29 - To delete the lines. 

Amendments put and passed.   

Schedule, as amended, put and passed.   
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Title put and passed.   
Third Reading 

MR J.A. McGINTY (Fremantle - Attorney General) [4.13 pm]:  I move -  

That the Bill be now read a third time. 

Question put and a division taken with the following result - 

Ayes (24) 

Mr P.W. Andrews Mr J.C. Kobelke Ms S.M. McHale Mr J.R. Quigley 
Mr C.M. Brown Mr R.C. Kucera Mr A.D. McRae Ms J.A. Radisich 
Mr J.B. D’Orazio Mr F.M. Logan Mr N.R. Marlborough Mr E.S. Ripper 
Dr J.M. Edwards Ms A.J. MacTiernan Mrs C.A. Martin Mrs M.H. Roberts 
Mr S.R. Hill Mr J.A. McGinty Mr M.P. Murray Mr M.P. Whitely 
Mr J.N. Hyde Mr M. McGowan Mr A.P. O’Gorman Ms M.M. Quirk (Teller) 

Noes (18) 

Mr R.A. Ainsworth Mr J.H.D. Day Mr R.F. Johnson Ms S.E. Walker 
Mr C.J. Barnett Mr J.P.D. Edwards Mr B.K. Masters Dr J.M. Woollard 
Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan Mr B.J. Grylls Mr P.D. Omodei Mr J.L. Bradshaw (Teller) 
Mr M.J. Birney Ms K. Hodson-Thomas Mr P.G. Pendal  
Dr E. Constable Mr M.G. House Mr T.K. Waldron  

            

Pairs 

 Dr G.I. Gallop Mrs C.L. Edwardes 
 Mr P.B. Watson Mr W.J. McNee 
 Mr A.J. Carpenter Mr M.F. Board 

Question thus passed. 

Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council. 
 


